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Technology selection is a crucial step in the design of new complex systems. When
many technologies are to be selected from a large pool of available technologies, it is
very important that the interactions among these selected technologies are accounted for
while assessing their impact on the system. This paper will discuss some of the intricacies
involved in technology interactions and current method of Technology Constraint Matrix
used to account for them. The advantages and limitations of this method are discussed
and a new approach to analyze technology interactions based on the principles of Graph
Theory is introduced.
Nomenclature
TIES Technology Identification Evaluation and Selection
GA Genetic Algorithm
GT Graph Theory
V (G) Set of Vertices of Graph G
E(G) Set of Edges of Graph G
T (V,E) Technology graph
t Number of Available Technologies
e Number of Constraints among Technologies
iG Number of Independent Sets for Graph G
IGp Average Number of Independent Sets for Random Graph Gp
I. Introduction
Technology interaction analysis is an important aspect of a technology selection process for large scalecomplex systems. Technologies can interact with each other in a variety of ways and are manifested in
the form of their impact on the system. A modern commercial aircraft is one such system that has many
technologies coming together. Selection of technologies for this system is a complex task. It is important
to ensure that there are no conflicting or incompatible technologies present in the group of technologies
selected, which are selected on the basis of their impact to performance and economic parameters in consid-
eration. This is a combinatorial optimization problem where the problem size geometrically increases with
an increase in the number of technology options available. Technology interactions act as a constraint in
this combinatorial optimization and tend to reduce the total number of permissible combinations and make
the entire search space more complex.
A. TIES with GA
When the number of technologies available for the system are more than about 15, it is not wise to search
the entire combinatorial space for the best solutions. To handle the search in this combinatorial space, an
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approach has been developed, which combines a GA in conjunction with the TIES process.1 TIES is a
comprehensive and structured method to allow for designs of complex systems which result in high quality
and competitive cost to meet future, aggressive customer requirements. The basic theory behind the TIES
method has been extensively explained by Mavris2 and Kirby.3 TIES provides a framework to evaluate
impact of technologies on the system level metrics. A GA is wrapped around this framework to evaluate a
large number of technology combinations in short time and select the best set of combinations. GA works
by creating a pool of technology combinations and evaluating them in the technology impact model. This
yields estimates of how each combination impacts the entire system performance.
To get an accurate estimate of the impact of technologies on system level metrics, it is necessary to
consider the interactions among these technologies. It is relatively easy to account for basic compatibility
relations but when the interactions are non-simple the problem becomes more complex.
II. Technology Interactions
Various types of interactions or relations exists among technologies. An initial attempt to model tech-
nology interactions in the context of technology selection for preliminary aircraft design is described by
Kirby.4 In this treatment of interactions, physical compatibility/incompatibility rules between technologies
are formalized in the form of a Technology Compatibility Matrix. Roth and Patel5 categorize various types
of interactions that exist among technologies into two main groups: Simple Interactions and Non-Simple
Interactions.
A. Simple Interactions
Simple technology interactions are boolean relationships among technologies. The basic types of boolean
technology interactions are shown in Figure 1. The most likely relationship that exists among technologies is
of independence. That is a technology is completely independent of the rest and can be used with any other
technology. In other words, it is compatible with all the technologies and does not interact with any other.
The next is incompatibility where a technology is not compatible with another and the two cannot be used
together. Hence, either technology a OR b has to be used. Incompatibilities arise when two technologies are
competing for the same function or when one technology severely degrades the functionality of another. For
example, there can be two structural technologies such as composites and integrally stiffened aluminium for
construction of wings and only one can be used. As this relationship is symmetric it can be accounted by
using only the super diagonal elements of a n× n (square) matrix as shown in equation 1. Here, for any i, j
such that 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ t, if technology i and j are incompatible, then ci,j = 1, otherwise 0.
C =





0 0 0 ct−1,t
0 0 . . . 0
 (1)







“Technology 1 must be present in
order to use technology 2”
“To use technology 1, tech. 2 must
already be present, and vice-versa”
“If technology 1 is used, tech. 2






Figure 1. Simple Technology Interactions (Adapted from 1)
Another form of boolean interaction that can be present among technologies is an Enabling relationship.
Here, the presence of one technology is necessary for proper functioning of the other, therefore, technology a
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AND b have to be used together. Enabling relationship is not symmetric and can act in two directions. Either
a can be an enabling technology for b i.e. a can work independently while b cannot work without a, or vice
versa. There can also be a much stronger relationship where neither a nor b can work independently. In this
case these two technologies can be merged into a “package”. For enabling interactions, as the relationship
is not symmetric, both the sub and super diagonal elements of a t × t matrix are required to define the
interactions as shown in equation 2. In this formulation, for any i, j such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t, if i is an enabling
technology for j and i is independent of j then ei,j = 0 and ej,i = 1. a If both i and j are enabled by each
other then ei,j = 1 and ej,i = 1.
E =






. . . 0 et−1,t
et,1 . . . et,t−1 0
 (2)
1. Technology Constraint Matrix
While implementing simple technology interactions in the TIES methodology, the compatibility relationship
in form of equation 1 and enabling relations in form of equation 2 are combined in a Technology Constraint
Matrix. It is possible to combine the two equations into one because two relationships are mutually exclusive.
That is to say that when two technologies are incompatible, they cannot be enabling each other at the same
time and vice versa. Here, the enabling technology relationship is denoted by −1 instead of 1 as it conflicts
with the notation of incompatibility relationship. A notional technology constraint matrix as implemented
while selecting technologies using GAs is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Technology Constraint Matrix
T1 T2 T3 T4 . . .
T1 0 1 0 -1
T2 0 0 -1 0
T3 0 0 0 0




Simple technology interactions as described before are primarily boolean relationships. Here, the impact of
technology interactions on system level metrics is additive. That is when two technologies enable each other
and are considered together for a technology combination, their combined impact on a system level metric
is the sum of each technology considered individually. When the technologies are incompatible, only one
technology can be considered at a time. This assumption is a vast simplification and generally not valid
when real cases are considered. It considerably limits the technology combinatorial space. There can be
various levels of interactions between two technologies rather than just −1, 0 and 1 as denoted in TCM.
These type of interactions are called non-boolean interactions.5 Significant effort is required for modeling
this type of interactions.
Various types of more complex boolean interactions also arise among technologies. A simple example is
a three way interaction arising among three technologies. If the technologies are independent, there are 8
permissible combinations. However, if all are incompatible with each other, three technologies can only be
used independently or none is used, i.e. 4 permissible combinations. In general, it not easy to count the
exact amount of permissible technology combinations. Principles of Graph Theory can help us enumerate
permissible combinations and better understand the technology combinatorial space. Graph Theory is an
area of discrete mathematics and the relation of technology interactions with this field is explored in following
section.
aei,j is read as i is enabled by j.
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III. Graph Theory Connection
A graph is a triple consisting of a vertex set, V (G), an edge set, E(G) and a relation that associates
with each edge two vertices (not necessarily distinct) called its endpoints.6 A graph can be used to represent
a technology space, vertices represent the technologies and edges represent the interaction between two
distinct technologies. For now, we denote non-directional edges between technology vertices and these edges
represents incompatibility relations. A notional technology interaction space is shown in the form of a graph
in figure 2. Here, T3 and T8 do not have any edges incident to them, hence they are totally independent
technologies. However, for example, T1 has two incident edges and therefore it is incompatible with two









Figure 2. Technology Graph T
A. Counting the Permissible Technology Combinations
Permissible technology combinations are sets of technologies that do not violate any incompatibility or
enabling constraints. These sets do not have any incompatible technologies within them and they also
respect the enabling constraints. Even considering only the incompatibility constraints, it is difficult to
quantify or enumerate the number of permissible technology combinations. Graph theory can help us to
tackle this problem. As mentioned before, the technology space is seen as a graph with technologies as
vertices and non-directional edges as incompatibility constraints. The maximum number of edges a graph








This is equivalent to the maximum number of incompatibilities a group of technologies can have among
themselves, and in such a situation, each technology can be used individually or none at all. Therefore, the
maximum number of permissible combinations here will be t+1. When all the technologies are independent
and there are no edges between them, the maximum number of permissible combinations is 2t.
The number of permissible combinations to be counted in the above mentioned extreme cases is trivial,





. In graph theoretic
parallels, the problem is to find total number of independent sets. A subset S of V (G) is called an independent
set of G if no two vertices of S are adjacentb in G.7 In the literature, independent sets are also know as
stable sets or cocliques. The number of independent sets in T not only depends on the number of vertices
and edges but also on the arrangement of edges between the vertices. For example, different arrangements
of 10 incompatibilities among 10 technologies that give maximum and minimum number of independent sets
possible is shown in figure 3 on the following page. The maximum number of independent sets are obtained
bTwo vertices are adjacent if there is an edge between them.
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when one technology is incompatible with all other technologies and the remaining are as independent
among themselves as possible. In other words, one vertex has maximum degreec, t− 1 in this case, and the
remaining vertices have minimum possible degrees. This arrangement is demonstrated in figure 3(a) and
the vertex degrees are [9, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]. On the other hand, minimum number of independent sets are
obtained when the technologies form groups or components that are complete graphs in themselves, i.e. all
the technologies within a component are incompatible with each other. This arrangement is represented in
figure 3(b) with 3 triangles and the remaining vertex attached to one of the triangles. The above observations
are made using an integrated environment for graph theory called newGRAPH.8
(a) Maximum 384 (b) Minimum 111










Figure 4. 12 Interacting Technologies From Total of 29
While analyzing real technologies, one finds majority of them are independent and the remaining are
not completely interconnected but form small components of mutually interacting technologies. This fact
cThe degree of vertex is the number of incident edges
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proves to be helpful while calculating the total number of permissible combinations as the problem of
enumerating the independent sets of a large connected graph is difficult and computationally intensive. Let
us consider a real example with 29 technologies, out of which, 17 are totally independent and 12 technologies
have 11 incompatibility constraints among them as depicted in figure 4. This graph has four disconnected
components. Here each component has a maximum 4 vertices and it is easy to manually count the number
of independent sets for each component. Now, let a and b denote two components with ia and ib number
of independent sets (not counting the null set) respectively. With basic combinatorics, when these two
components are included in a single graph, i.e. union of two components, the total number of independent
sets of a + b is given by the following relation:
ia+b = ia × ib + ia + ib
In general, for a graph G with w components, the number of independent sets is given by equation 3. In
many examples, these components are complete graphs or cliques, i.e., each technology is incompatible with
every other technology in the component. In such cases, the number of independent sets for the components




(ij + 1)− 1 (3)
Now, the number of independent sets along with the null set for a union T of graph G having iG independent
sets and k independent vertices is given by equation 4.
iT + 1 = 2k × (iG + 1) (4)
Applying equation 3 for the four components of figure 4, the number of independent sets we get is 335. Con-
sidering the remaining 17 independent technologies and applying equation 4, the total number of permissible
technology combinations are 44, 040, 192 (including the null set). This is out of 229 = 536, 870, 912 possible
combinations. Thus, over 90% of the total technology combinations become impermissible by only about
2.7% of the total possible edges.
B. Average Number of Independent Sets
Before investing the time and resources to precisely enumerate permissible combinations, it is useful to
know the average number of independent sets a technology graph can have. Random graphs and associated
probabilistic techniques are useful for this type of analysis as illustrated by Wilf.10 Let us consider a random






If S ⊆ V (Gp), then the average number of independent sets is the sum of the probability that every S is
independent, over all the vertex subsets S. If S has m vertices, then the probability that S is independent is
same as the probability that there are no edges among m vertices of S. With (1− p) probability of absence
of edge between two vertices and m(m − 1)/2 edges possible in S, the expression for average number of









For the notional example with 10 technologies and 10 incompatibilities or edges of figure 3 on the previous
page, the fraction of edges present out of total possible 45 is 10/45 = 0.2222. Applying equation 5 with
n = 10 and p = 0.2222 we get IGp = 174.88. This number is closer to the lowest possible value of 111 than the
maximum number of 384 because there are more arrangements of edges on a random graph that result in the
values closer to the minimum than the ones that result in the values closer to the maximum. For the example
with 29 technologies and 11 edges, IT p = 5.2× 107 and the actual number of combinations as counted in the
previous section is about 4.4× 107. Thus, whenever the technologies interact within small groups and these
groups are almost complete graphs, the number of permissible combinations can be significantly lower than
the average number of independent sets of corresponding random graph.
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C. Enumeration with Backtracking
Previous results show that the average number of independent sets can be considerably smaller than 2t for
certain types of technology graphs. This average number give an upper bound for the number of permissible
technology combinations. Hence, if IT p is within the limits of available computation resources, it may
be feasible to perform a full factorial analysis instead of going for a stochastic approach, as mentioned
earlier, using GAs. Now, to perform a full factorial analysis, it is necessary to enumerate all the permissible
combinations of technologies. A prevalent search technique called backtracking is described that can be
used to enumerate the permissible combinations. This technique is generally used to solve graph theoretic
problems such as finding maximum independent set or clique,11 graph coloring, etc. Backtracking essentially
performs a depth first search on the technology graph.
T1 T4 T6
T5T2 T3
Figure 5. Graph G for backtracking
Consider a graph G with 6 vertices and 7 edges as shown in figure 5. Starting with the first vertex, the
independent set is S := {T1}. Now, we attempt to enlarge S and the next vertex we can add is T3 as T2
is connected to T1. The S now has {T1, T3}. After T3 we can only add T6 and cannot go any further, S
is {T1, T3, T6}. Therefore, we backtrack one step at a time till we can find more options. In this example,
we have to go back to T1 (delete T3 and T6 from S) and search for the next vertex that can be added,
here it is T5. When all options are exhausted with T1, we start the process again with the next vertex and
S := {T2}. A list of independent sets for the example as obtained by backtracking method is enumerated
below.
{T1}, {T1, T3}, {T1, T3, T6}, {T1, T5}, {T1, T5, T6}, {T1, T6}





As observed before, the technology space for real problems is composed of small disjoint components
and other independent technologies. Independent sets in each of these components can be enumerated
using backtracking technique. In the technology evaluation environment of TIES with GA, a technology
combination is represented by a row vector of zeros and ones; for e.g., a combination of T1, T3 and T6
in a graph with 6 technologies is represented as [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1]. A set of all permissible combinations in a
component with n technologies is in the form a i×n matrix, with each row representing an independent set.
The matrix of permissible combinations for n independent technologies is basically a binary conversion of a
row of numbers from 0 to 2n− 1, with 2n rows and n columns. Now, with matrices of permissible sets for all
the components and independent technologies in place, the independent sets of the entire technology graph
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are enumerated using the logic behind equation 3 and 4. Consider two components a and b with independent
set matrices of size ia× j and ib×k respectively. The independent sets for the union of a and b are obtained
by concatenating each row of the first matrix with each of the other. This will result in a matrix of size










Figure 6. Digraph for Enabling Technologies
Observations made in previous sections consider only the incompatibilities in the technology space. There
may be some technologies in the space that enable others and these can be visualized using graphs with
directed edges known as digraphs as shown in figure 6. Here, the edges point towards the enabling technology,
e.g., in figure 6, T1 is enabled by T3 and T3 in is enabled by T2. Hence, while T2 can function independently,
T1 needs T3 and T3 needs T2 to function. Depending on the relationships, the complexity of this digraph
may be reduced by merging some of the technologies. In figure 6, T6, T8 and T7 form a unidirectional
cycle where one technology is enabled by the next. These can be merged into a single technology as none
can function in absence of any other member of the cycle. This reduction can be adopted for any number
of technologies as long as they form a unidirectional cycle and also for two mutually enabling technologies.
Once the technology graph is reduced, backtracking technique can be applied with appropriate modifications
to account for enabling relationships to enumerate the permissible combinations.
E. Example Problem
As mentioned before, TIES is the generic method used to create an environment to evaluate technology
combinations. Once this environment is in place for a particular system, any number of technologies can
be evaluated for that system, given the technology graph and Technology Impact Matrix (TIM) for those
technologies. TIM represents the impact of each technology on certain key parameters known as technology
metrics or k -factors.12
As an example, consider a fictitious problem with 17 aircraft technologies. These were created with 5
independent technologies combined with the 12 technology graph as shown in figure 4 on page 5 and a TIM
was randomly generated with 10% nonzero values. The system under consideration is a commercial passenger
aircraft whose 15 responses are tracked. The aim is to find a Pareto optimal technology combinations. The
concept of Pareto optimality for technology selection is explained in detail by Patel et. al.13
The problem has 17 technologies and hence 217 = 131072 possible combinations. This is quite a high
number to be evaluated on a PC. There are 11 edges out of 136 possible edges for 17 technologies. Now,
the average number of independent sets or permissible technology combinations as given by equation 5 on
page 6 is 15613. This number of combinations can be comfortably evaluated on a PC and for this the
exact combinations have to be enumerated. Enumeration is accomplished using the backtracking and matrix
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concatenating technique described in the previous sections. The exact number of permissible combinations
to be evaluated is 10752. It takes about 16 minutes for a 2 Ghz PC to evaluate these combinations. An
efficient sorting algorithm is used to extract the Pareto optimal technology combinations out of 10752 points.
Pareto front for response 1 and 2 is shown in figure 7. There are 195 technology combinations on the Pareto
frontier of response 1 and 2. Pareto front solutions for more than two responses can also be searched with
this sorting algorithm. In this example, the responses are standardized for Pareto sorting so that minimum
values are better. For response 2, higher actual values are preferred and hence the negative sign. Each point
on the plot corresponds to a particular response vector and technology combination.


























Figure 7. Pareto Optimal Technology Combinations
The decision makers can make tradeoffs on the Pareto frontier and select the most preferable technology
combination. This exhaustive method helps decision makers take decisions based on all the information
available. They can be confident of their decisions knowing that there can be no other points on the Pareto
frontier apart from the ones displayed; as opposed to a stochastic method where only a subset of Pareto
optimal solutions are available to the decision makers.13
IV. Technology Interactions with GAs
When the number of permissible technologies is too large for a full factorial analysis, a GA based approach
is recommended. A few techniques have been developed in last five years that can be used to account for
interactions while using GAs or other evolutionary algorithms in conjunction with TIES methods. These
are part of two basic approaches.
A. Soft Constraints
This approach is a type of penalty method where the technology incompatibilities are treated as an objective
function whose values are to be reduced through the generations of GA. Here, the incompatible technology
sets may also be evaluated. This technique is employed by Roth and Patel5 where incompatibility free
final solution set were obtained with high enough weighting on the incompatibility constraints. The only
information needed for this technique is the number of incompatibilities and enabling constraints present in
certain set of technologies and there is no need to name the edges that cause those constraints. This number
can be easily evaluated using adjacency matrix of the technology graph. For this two different matrices are
created, one for incompatibilities and one for enabling. The adjacency matrix for technology graph with
non-directional edges representing incompatibilities is a symmetric matrix where the (j, k)th entry represent
the presence or absence of edge between vertices j and k. Matrix C of equation 1 is the upper triangular
portion of the adjacency matrix. When the technology combination set is in the form of a (1× t) vector S as
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shown before, it can be easily proved by basic algebra that the quantity S×C×ST gives the number of edges
present in the technology set S.d For evaluating the number of enabling violations in S, adjacency matrix
for the digraph is considered and this is same as matrix E of equation 2. In this case we are interested in the
absence of directed edges in S and the number of enabling violations is given by the expression S ×C × S̄T ;
here S̄ denotes the vector S with all the ones changed to zeros and zeros to ones. If S is a (n× t) matrix for
n technology combinations, above expressions can be used and the result of the product is a n× n matrix.
The number of constraint violations for n combinations are found in n diagonal elements of the resultant
matrix.
This technique for accounting interactions is very simple to implement with GAs. Its main drawback is
that there is some probability that the final solution set has some incompatible combinations and to ensure
that it is free of any constraint violations, the incompatibility and enabling functions evaluations have to be
heavily weighted. Moreover, GA has to keep track of extra responses which has some degrading effect on its
performance.
B. Hard Constraints
In this approach, the technology combinations that violate the incompatibility and enabling constraints are
never included in the population pool of the GA. Raczynski et. al.14 proposed a gene correction technique
that allows only the compatible technology combinations to be evaluated by the optimizer. This algorithm
detects incompatibilities in a technology set and removes certain technologies randomly from the set so that
the resulting combination has all compatible technologies. This algorithm can be extended to search and
repair for enabling technology combinations. It is included in the GA loop just before the reproduction
operator so that no incompatible combination is evaluated. This technique has been shown to result in early
convergence of function values as compared to the penalty method. It is flexible enough to be implemented
for any type of technology graph.
The next technique that implements the hard constraint approach is the reduced bit system employed by
Raczynski et.al.15 When certain group of n technologies form a clique or complete graph among themselves,
instead of 2n combinations only n + 1 can be used. Thus rather than using n columns or bits to represent
n technologies, only d(ln(n + 1)/ln(2))e bits may be used. Thus each combination of reduced bit system
corresponds only to a compatible technology combination. When implemented for all the components of
technology graph, reduced bit system eliminates the risk of creation of invalid combinations by the mutation
and crossover operators of GA.
V. Conclusion
It can be observed from this study that technology interactions have significant effect on the technology
combinatorial space. The principles of graph theory are shown to be very useful for analyzing the interactions
and resultant technology combinatorial space. Technologies and interactions among them are analogous to
the vertices and edges of graphs which are good visualizing tool for technology space. Random graphs provide
important result that give an upper bound on the number of permissible technology combinations present in
the technology space. Based on this number, decision can be made regarding a full factorial analysis or GA
based approach for the problem. If full factorial analysis it to be performed, backtracking algorithm, which
has its roots in graph theory, can be used to enumerate all the permissible combinations. If a GA based
approach is preferred, technology interactions can be accounted by implementing some of the techniques
described in the previous section.
The interactions considered for this paper are primarily boolean relationships. Here, technologies are
either compatible or not, the impact of technologies on the system level metrics is additive. There are other
non simple interactions possible that warrant further investigation. Digraphs with weighted edges may be
used to model such interactions. These intermediate interactions are generally estimated by technology
experts and hence their sensitivity on the results would have to be investigated. Graph theory and its
concepts provide a good starting point for technology interaction analysis.
dST denotes transpose of S
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